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At the close of th• U.S. attempt in the com-
mercial supersonic transporrt market in the early
1970'x, both the government and aircraft industry
recognized Clint significant technical advancements
would be required to make a second generation su-
personic aircraft economically viable and environ-
mentally acceptable. Consequently, in 1972, NASA
initiated a limited effort to advance supersonic
technology. The intent was to identify and inves-
tigate areas requiring new and/or improved technol-
ogy that would lead to substantial improvements in
performance. This paper will describe the in-house
and contracted efforts of NASA Lewis in ti.e areas
of engine selection, testbed experiments, end noise
reduction research over the decade from 1972 to the
termination of the effort in 1981.
Introduction
In the early 1970's at the close of the U.S.
attempt in the commercial supersonic transport
market, both the government and aircraft industry
recognized that significant technical advancements
would be required to make a second generation au-
paracenic aircraft economically viable and environ-
mentally acceptable. Consequently, in 1972, NASA
initiatee a limited effort to advance supersonic
technology. The intent of this effort, the Super-
sonic Cruise Research (SCR) program, was to iden-
tify and investigate areas requiring new and/or
improved technology that would lead to substantial
improvements in performance.
This was a two-pronged effort involving NASA
Langley as the lead center working closely with
three airframe contractors (Boeing, Lockheed, and
McDonnell Douglas) and NASA Lewis working with two
engine contractors (General Electric and Pratt.&
Whitney).
This paper will describe the in-house and con-
tracted efforts of NASA Lewis in the areas of en-
gine selection, testbed experiments, and noise re-
iuction research over the decade from 1972 to the
termination of the effort in 1981. It was recog-
nized at the start of the program that jet noise
was expected to be the dominant noise source for an
SST, particularly at takeoff and cutback power.
Therefore, the suppression of this source of noise
would be paramount to the development of a success-
ful airplane. Jet noise can be reduced by lowering
jet velocity and raising airflows at takeoff
through cycle modifications, by employing mechani-
cal suppressor nozzles, or a combination of these
approaches.
At the start of the SCR program, it was recog-
nized that mechanical suppressor nozzles tend to be
complex, suffer thrust losses, constrain the engine
cycle when deployed and penalize the entire mission
as a result of increased nacelle weight and diame-
ter as well as stowage losses. Therefore, emphasis
was on the Variable-Cycle Engines (VCE'e) and rela-
tively simple and efficient noise suppressors.
This then set the stage for the SCR studies.
The Early Years
As previously mentioned, NASA started the SCR
program in 1972. The Boeing/General Electric SST
effort had been cancelled the previous year. The
engine on this aircraft was the GE-4 afterburning
turbajet (Fig. 1). Important economic and environ-
mental factors for the aircraft are shown in Fig. 2.
As originally conceived, the SCR Propulsion
program was to initially look at a large matrix of
engines through contracted efforts with GE and P&W,
with a subcontract from R&W to Boeing to perform
integration studies. Tho plan was to narrow the
list of candidate enginas to one for each company
and than build demonstrators of each. There were
additional in-house and contracted efforts in the
area of noise reduction, inlet stability, and ma-
terials. This is shown in Figs. 3 and 4.
During the initial phase of the contracts, 25
engine concepts were evaluated (1973). These en-
gines ranged from conventional concepts to compli-
cated engines with valving, ducting, and other
novel approaches. The initial screening reduced
the number of engines to ten in the second phase
(1974). More detailed analyses were performed on
these engines until in 1975, the candidates were
reduced to four. These were a conventional non-
augmented Low Bypass Engine (LBE) with a mixed flow
nozzle and a Variable Stream Control Duct-Burning
Turbofan Engine (VSCE) at Pratt & Whitney, and the
General Electric Double and Single Bypass Engines
(DBE and SBE). These four engines are shown in
Figs. 5 and 6. Both the P&W LBE and GE SBE had to
be oversized to meet noise requirements or required
the installation of a noise suppressor.
The narrowing of the engine concepts to 4 was
based on the overall SCR pro , ,ram as shown in Fig. 7.
As mentioned earlier, concoritant with the Lewis
sponsored propulsion systems studies, Langley had
contracted efforts with the three airframera who
were supplied data packs of engine performance by
P&W and GE. The airframera then evaluated these
engines on their airframes. Work was also being
done on the problems of emissions and noise. The
driving factors in the selection of these engines
were the performance of the engines and the noise.
It would, therefore, be appropriate at this time to
discuss the early noise work that was done.
Early Noise Work
The early noise work focused attention on at-
tempting to develop simple and efficient noise eup-
presaion devices suitable for and taking advantage
of the unique features of the Variable Cycle En-
gines. A consideration in goin,; i n this direction
was that the Department of Transportation (DOT)
initiated a substantial effort on high-velocity jet
noise suppression in 1972.
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But even before this, before the termination
of the SST development effort, the Lewis Research
Centir was already involved in developing the re-
quired noise technology. This effort was focused
on jet noise for high specific thrust engines simi-
lar to the GE-4 and the engines on the Corcorde.
In-house studies produced a novel suppressor con-
cept. In 1971, a contract was awarded to Boeing
for the development of lined ejector technology
through experiments on model and full-scale multi-
tube suppressor nozzles.
In spite of the advances bring made on turbo-
jet type suppressors, it appeared that still more
innovative concepts would be required to produce an
aecepteble engine. Therefore, in 1973, Lewis ini-
tiated contracts with both P&W and GE to conduct
model tests on duct burning turbofan exhaust noz-
zles, both unsuppreesed and with suppressor ele-
ments in the outer (high-velocity) stream. This
concept appeared attractive, since the high-veloc-
ity stream was confined to an annulus (inverted
velocity profile, IVP) so that aimpler suppressor
elements would be required than for a turbojet,
which would probably required a full penetration
suppressor.
It was acknowledged that a ffects of flight on
noise for even the simplest nozzle geometries were
poorly understood. Because of the importance of
flight ottects on jet noise and the apparent incon-
sistency between jet noise trends observed in ac-
tual flight and in flight simulation experiments,
Lewis in i tiated contract studies with Lockheed-
Georgia and Boeing in 1974 on the generation, prop-
agation, and measurement of jet exhaust noise in
flight. To minimize cost, much of the experimental
noise suppression work was conducted with small-
scale model nozzles, which produced significant
noise at frequencies up to 100 kliz, a factor of 10
beyond the range where accepted methods were avail-
able. Thus, to allow such data to be properly
evaluated, Lewis initiated a study in 1975 of high-
frequency atmospheric attanuation conducted by the
University of Mississippi. The results of this
study have been widely used and provided much of
the basis for the development of widely accepted
standard procedures.
Unsuppreesed Coannular Nozzle Results
As mentioned earlier, the inverted-velocity-
profile (IVP) exhaust system (Fig. 8) of the duct
burning turbofan engine appeared to offer the; op-
portunity to employ relatively simple outer-stream
suppressors. However, early testing indicated that
even the unsuppreesed IVP coonnular nozzles offered
significant noise reduction benefits. This noise
reduction benefit was evaluated differently by dif-
ferent investigators, as illustrated in Fig. 9. In
Fig. 9(a), the maximum perceived noise level ONO,
scaled to a common size, and normalized for jet
density effects, is plotted against the mass-aver-
aged jet velocity, Vmn, acd compared with the
noise of a conical nozzle having the same thrust
and mass-avernged velocity. a, this basis, the
noise reduction benefit is 3 to 5 PNdB. An alter-
nate comparison is shown in Fig. 9(b), the normal-
ized maximum PNL is plotted against outer-stream
velocity, Vj 4 , for cases where Vjy
	
1.5 Vjl
(Vj l is the inner-stream velocity)• The results
are compared with a "synthesized" noise, which is
the summation of the noise from a conical nozzle at
outer-stream conditions and area and that of a con-
ical nozzle at inner-stream conditions and area.
On this basis, the noise benefit of the IVP coannu-
lar is 6 to 10 PNdB, with the noise benefit in-
creasing as the outer nozzle inner to outer radius
ratio increases. In spite of the slight confusion
brought about by the different comparison bases, it
was clear that meaningful noise suppression was
,)btainable with a thrust loss of only 1.5 to 2 per-
cent.
Outer-Stream Suppressor Results
In addition to these unsuppreesed baseline
coannular nozzles, further experiments were conduc-
ted with suppressor elements such as chutes, tubes
or convolutions. Lined and unlined ejectors were
o l eo evaluated. Results of these studios are shown
in Fig. 10 on the same "synthesized" basis as Fig.
9(b). Tito crosshatched areas represent the outer-
stream results, while the dashed lines are repro-
ductions of the synthesized and unsuppreesed coann-
ular results of Fig. 9(b). At the higher outer-
stream velocities, the suppressed configurations
allowed an additional noise reduction of 3 to 7
PNdB, but at the expense of relatively large thrust
losses (as much as 8 percent greater than the un-
suppreesed coonnular nozzles).
Flight E fects
Although the results discussed so far were
quite encouraging, optimism was tempered by the
fact that the results were from model-ecole static
testa. Recognizing the need for on evaluation of
flight effects, Lewis initiated simulated-flight
tests of unsuppreesed IVP coannular nozzles in an
anechoic free-jet facility by P&W. Typical results
at simulated takeoff conditions are shown in
Fig. 11. Tito variation of overall sound pressure
level, OASPL, with outer-stream velocit y , V 2 , is
shown for static and simulated flight (Ma - 0.3)
conditions for a fixed angle in the aft quadrant
(0 - 130°). "Synthesized" levels are also shown
for comparison. Tito difference between the IVP
coannular nozzle results and the "synthesized" lev-
els toe essentially unchanged from static to flight
condiL{one. Therefore, the noise reduction bene-
fits of IVP coannular nozzles were also shown to
occur in flight.
Suppressors
Although the Lewis effort was now focused on
the IVP nozzles, suppressors were not being neglec-
ted. A major DOT/FAA study ,with technical support
from NASA Lewis) was conducted on high-velocity jet
noise suppression including suppressors for coonnu-
lar exhausts.
Testbed Engines
At the end of Phase III of the SCR engine
studies (1975), the number of candidate engines had
been reduced to four. The noise work was now fo-
cused on the IVP coannular nozzles although there
were concerns about the scalability of the results
to full scale engines. Tile more unconventional CE
DBE and P&W VSCE represented relatively quieter
engines, even unsuppressed, but required unique and
technically challenging components such as the duct
burner, IVP nozzles, variable bypass injectors
(VABI's), etc. They were chosen as the two engines




The NASA tastbed engine program at the General
Electric Co. was formulated to determine the aero-
mechanical feasibility of the most critical unique
VCE features of a double bypass engine and to ver-
ify engine performance and acoustic predictions in
a series of limited static engine tests. The dou-
ble bypass engine concept, shown schematically in
Fig. 12, is a turbofan engine in which the fan has
been split into two blocks, each with its own by-
pass duct for better control of the flow over a
broad spectrum of operating conditions. The en-
larged front block fan is designed to accommodate
all the airflow required for takeoff with reduced
specific thrust (Set velocity) for low jet noise in
the double bypass operating mode. The lower-capa-
city rear block fan is sized for the nominal single
bypass, high specific thrust operating mode needed
for transonic and supersonic acceleration and su-
pertonic cruise. A selector valve at the entrance
tc the outer bypass duct is opened for double by-
pass operation and closed when conventional single
bypass operation is desired. Variable inlet guide
vanes (IGV's) control the flow swinge into the rear
block fan which occur between double and single
bypass operation. in double bypass operation, the
two bypass streams are merged into a single duct to
reduce weight and simplify the exhaust nozzle re-
quireaents. This merger is accomplished via the
variable area bypass injector (VABI), a translating
cylindrical sleeve which varies the discharge area
of the inner bypass duct to match its static pres-
sure to that of the outer bypass stream for effi-
cient mixing over a range of double bypass flow
conditions. In the low-noise mode, bypass flow is
than brought through cross-over struts to the in-
side of the plug nozzle, as shown in the view above
the centerline in Fig. 12. The aft portion of the
plug centerbody is translated fore and aft to vary
the exit area and thus control the flow of the cold
fan stream. The hot turbine discharge gases flow
around the nozzle support (cross-over) struts and
over the plug crown to surround the cold fan dis-
charge stream to provide an inverted velocity pro-
file for reduced jet noise. In the more conven-
tional single bypass operating mode, shown below
the centerline in Fig. 12, all the fan bypass flow
goes through the inner bypass duct and is mixed
downstream with the turbine discharge gases via the
action of drop-chute rear VABI's located between
the plug nozzle support struts. As with the for-
ward VABI, the function of the rear VABI is to per-
form a static pressure balance between the two
streams for more efficient mixing. Mixing is de-
sired at flight conditions where jet noise reduc-
tion is of no concern in order to provide a uniform
exhaust velocity profile for greater propulsive
efficiency. To stop the cold flow discharge from
the inner plug, the aft portion of the plug center-
body must be translated fully aft in this operating
mode.
Another unique feature of the engine concept
is the rear block fan drive arrangement. In this
engine, the rear block fan is driven by the high-
pressure (HP) turbine, as opposed to the conven-
tional low-pressure !LP) turbine drive arrangement
for all existing turbofan engines. This unique
drive arrangement allows an otherwise under-worked
RP turbine to do more work and allows the enlarged
front block fan to be driven by a single-stage LP
turbine. Reduced turbine cooling also results from
the arrangement because of the increased work ex-
traction from the IiP turbine stage, which reduces
its average moral temperature, as well as that at
the LP turbine inlet.
The first NASA-sponsored WE test occurred in
1978, but drew upon military test experience dating
back to 1976, as indicated in Fig. 13. Both the
military and NASA programs at GE used YJ101 engine
Hardware as the basis for the test vehicle, with
modifications as appropriate to incorporate VCE
features. The YJ101 is a low bypass turbofan pre-
viously used in the YF17 flight test program, and
served as the prototype for the more refined F404
engine used in the Navy F18 f'kghter. The availa-
bility of the YJ101 hardware greatly reduced the
coat of the WE tastbed program to NASA since these
engines were military surplus and were furnished at
no cost. The combined military and NASA YJ101/VCE
experience included over 440 hours of testing, with
the NASA test experience alone accointing for over
half of this total.
The first YJ101/VCE test shown in Fig. 13 was
sponsored by the Air Force and demonstrated the
operation of a rear diverter valve with a dual exit
exhaust nozzle on an otherwise etandr,rd YJ101 an-
11ine. The rear valve allowed the engine to operate
with the fan and engine exhaust gases either sepa-
rated or nixed. The second test in this sequence,
also Pionsored by the Air Force, was the first dem-
onstration of the double bypass concept, with the
three-stage YJ101 fan split so that there was one
stage in the front section with two stages in the
rear (i.e., a 1 x 2 fan split). This engine re-
tained the rear diverter valve so that the inner
bypass exhaust flow could either remain separated
or be mixed with the primary. Since the outer by-
pass stream was exhausted separately, a complicated
three-exit exhaust nozzle was required. The third
VCE test was sponsored by the Navy and was an eval-
uation of a double bypass system with a 2 x 1 fan
split. The rear diverter valve was replaced in
this engine with a drop-chute rear VABI for im-
proved mixing. A variable area LP turbine nozzle
(VATN) assembly was also substituted for the con-
ventional fixed-geometry stator hardware for addi-
tional matching flexibility. The first NASA test
configuration, shown schematically in Fig. 14, in
addition to the features of the previous Navy vehi-
cle, incorporated a forward VABI to allow the merg-
ing of the inner and outer bypass streams into a
single bypass duct. This saved weight and greatly
simplified the nozzle by permitting a conventional
military single-exit configuration to be used with
the rear VABI mixing all the bypass flow with the
primary.
In the forward VABI test, transitions from
single to double bypass operating modes, and vice
versa, were successfully demonstrated without any
observable aerodynamic instabilities or mechanical
problems. Data obtained during this test in June
1978 (Fig. 15) indicate the airflow and sfc advan-
tages of double bypass operation at constant 50-
percent Orust throttle conditions. This type of
operation is representative of cut-back at the take-
off fly-over noise measuring station or subsonic
cruise. Figure 15 shows that a 29 percent increase
in airflow is possible in double bypass compared to
normal s..ngle bypass operation without exceeding
the minimum sfc in single bypass. At cutbe-k, this
could mean a 6-10 PNdB reduction 0 jet noise be-
cause of the lower jet velocity. At subsonic
cruise, the greater mass flow imrlies reduced
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throttle-dependant installation drag because the
inlet spillage and nozzle boattail are reduced. If
less than the full 29-pareent increase in airflow
is needed in the installed performance optimiza-
tion, Fig. 15 also shows that uninstalled ofc im-
provemants of up to 5 percent can be obtained in
double bypass with at least 13 percent more airflow
than beet sfc operation in single bypass.
After the com. , ition of the forward VABI test,
the engine was tl %, reconfigured as shown in Fig.
16 for an aero/aeountie test which occurred in an
outdoor test facility at Edwards AFB, California,
in October 1978. This became the fifth teat in the
YJI01/VCE sequence shown in Fig. 13. To obtain
this configuration, the military nozzle and Navy
rear VABI were removed and replaced with a coannu-
lar plug nozzle with an integrated rear VABI assem-
bly similar to that in the conceptual product VCE
shown in Fig. 12. A photograph of this engine on
the teat stand at Edwards is shown ie Fig. 17. A
laser volocimeter used to make a plume velocity
survey can also be soon to the side of the nozzle
in this photograph. In addition to several cozr.nu-
lar plug nozzle configurations of different uut2r
radius ratio, a fixed-geometry mixed flow conical
nozzle was also used as an acoustic :eforence.
Other than the acoustic evaluation of the coannular
plug nozzle system, which will be presented later
in this paper, one of the major objectives of this
test was tr, assess the looses in the bypass system
from the fan discharge through the nozzle flow-
inverting struts. Those losses are shown in Fig.
18 for both double and single bypass cperation.,
At the fouble bypass strut design flow condition, a
predicted thrust lose of around 2 percent was ex-
pected, but the actual measured lose, as shown, was
much less and only slightly grcatur that! MAL in-
curred  in single bypass where the strut flow was
much lower. A pressure lose evaluation of the hot
stream from the turbine frame aft also indicated
that the low-lose configuration was obtained for
this stream, and that no major performance penal-
ties occurred due to the rear VABI of flow around
the cold flow inverting system. Comparisons of hot
stream lose data were made between the coannular
plug configurations and the reference nozzle, both
with the rear VABI, and differences were barely
detectable. The mixing effectiveness of the new
drop chutes - generally above 90 percent - indica-
ting that the ideal thermodynamic thrust gain due
to complete mixing was approached.
The Edwards acoustic test VCE was used next in
a test of the Navy Full Authority Digital Electronic
Control (FADEC), as indicated in the test sequence
chart of Fig. 13. The coannular acoustic nozzle,
however, was removed and replaced with the comoen-
tione single-exit variable area military nozzle.
The rationale for using the NASA VCE configuration
for this test was that it had more variable geome-
try features than any other engine and would,
therefore, provide a better test of the capability
of the new electronic control system. The FADEC
test was completed at a GF-Lynn test cell in 1980.
After the completion of the Edwards acoustic
test 4 n the fall of 1978, NASA embarked on the con-
struction of a core-driven fan stage (CDFS) teatbed
configuration which provided a cLaser aerodynamic
and mechanical simulation of the conceptual engine
shown in Fig. 12. The rear bloeA fen in the CDFS
teatbed design was closer coupled apace-wise to the
NP compressor than in the earl.er teatbed, and the
core drive arrangement, by providing a higher rota-
tional speed, allowed the tip diameter of the fan
to be reduced for improved outer bypass duct aero-
dynamics. A different YJ101 core spool was used so
that the required modifications col ,	made in
parallel with the Navy FADEC test.	 CDF8 modi-
fication was such a. extensive dep 	 to from pre-
vious experience t'iat a separate c., o test was
deemed appropriate. The core test configuration,
which incorporated the new fan stage as wall as the
bypass ducting and new forward VABI system, is
shown schematically in Fig. 19. Modification of
the YJI01 high spool to this now configuration re-
quired redesign and relocation of major engine
structural frames and a change in the shaft bearing
and support arrangement. Thin core configuration
was successfully tented in the summor of 1980 in a
GE-Evendale ram test facility which allowed the
simulation of the front block fan discharge condi-
tions at the CDFS inlet. A photograph of the core
test vehicle being moved into the ram teat facility
is shown in Fig. 20. During the core toot, the on-
gine and fan stage both operated quite well, with
very low vibration levels throughout the toot. No
CDFS blade instabilities were found, and a review
of rotor/stator strain gage data showed that
stresses were generally only 30 to 50 percent of
design. The new forward VABI system, with the
flapper-typo double bypass selector valves located
between the midframe struts, worked quite well in
the toot. The inner bypass duct, however, seemed
to be somewhat undersized and tended to choke and
produce a higher-than-expected rear block operating
line in single bypass operation. The fan stage
aerodynamic performance itself was quite good, with
the airflow and stall line both higher than predic-
tions. The unique delta vanes, which were in-
stalled on the outer wall ahead of the fixed OGV's
in the inner bypass duct (see fig. 19) also proved
to be effective in reducing the incidence angle on
the OGV'a during low flow operntion typical of dou-
ble bypaoe conditions. The decision was made to
retain these removable delta vanes for the full
engine toot because of their apparent beneficial
effect over a range of operating conditions.
The full engine performance toot with the CDFS
core was the last test shown in the Fig. 13 se-
quence and was completed at Edwards AFB in January
1981. The front block fan, VATN, and LP turbine
were obtained from the FADEC toot engine and com-
bined with the CDFS core from the previous NASA
toot. A rear VABI from a previous VCE configura-
tion was also used and combined with n standard
single-exit YJI01 variable exhaust nozzle. A pho-
tograph of this engine on the test stand is shown
in Fig. 21. 1 nen combined with the coannular plug
nozzle for th. subseq-..ont acoustic toot, as shown
schematically in Fig. 22, thin teatbed engine em-
bodied virtually every feature of the Fig. 12 con-
ceptual engine, with the exception of the enlat;ed
front block fan and the advanced core hot section
In the performance test, the engine m:1. its overal
pretest performance goals, especially with respect
to the matching characteristics of the CDFS com-
pression system. Some core compressor -peed/- flow
hysteresis was observed during the test, however,
and was Inter attributed to looseness in the NP
compressor variable IGV system. A gradual perform-
nnce I-so was also observed over the 43-hour dura-
tion of the test and, by a process of elimination,
was attributed to a deterioration in the perform-
ance of the core turbine. Possibly the moot inter-
esting result obtained from the full engine per-
formance teat was the airflow extension comparison
between double and s'r0:e bypass operation at a
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Constant 50 poteent thrust, as shown in Fig. 23.
Double bypass operation provided a 40 percent in-
crease in airflow without any SIC penalty, compared
to the single bypana beat sfc operating point. Tito
best o(c in double bypass is about 8 percent lower
than in single bypass and the atrilow is about 14
percent higher. An mentioned proviously in connec-
tion with the forward VABI Lost results (Fig. 15),
this increase in airflow could reduce throttle-
dependent external drag at subsonic cruise condi-
tione. Caution should be exorcised, however, in
making a ditect comparison between the CDF8 airflow
extension results and those from the forward VA81
test. Tho undersized inner bypass duct and the
overworked core turbine in the CDF8 engine tend to
adversely affect single bypasu performance while
having little affect oil 	 bypass operation.
The double bypass advantage, therefore, may be
somewhat overstated in Fig. 23. With a properly
designed system, it is expected that the CDF8 dou-
ble bypass advantage would lie oomewhore between
the results indicated in Figs. 15 and 23.
About 2 hours into the CDFS acoustic toot,
after Lilo change-over to the nozzle configuration
depicted in Fig. 22, a major engine failure oc-
currod. This coannular nozzle had been evaluated
previously in the the 1978 Edwards toot and wan
undargoing a recolibration when the failure oe-
currod. An extensive inveatigntion revealed that
the first-stnge IIP compreosor blado failure which
occurred was precipitated by looaa and individually
mispositioned IIP LCV'o which created a source etim-
ulus for the rotor binding. Tito failure occured at
high power during conventional dingle bypass opern-
tion with all rarinble ¢oometries at their normal
settings. The failure was not related to any of
tho unique VCE featurou or operating conditions,
but was probably caused by a basic deficiency in
the YJ101 IIP compressor ICV design, which list) been
corrected in the more mature F404 follow-on engine
design. For this reason, it in recommended that
any subsequent engine tooting of it similar nnturo
should employ the F404.
Plans had been made and hardware tied been
built for additional nCOuatic suppression devic"s,
including a multi-clement ovror stream suppressor
(Fig. 24) for the coannuln ,r plug nozzle and all
 
acoustically-treated ejector. A boiler-plate
hybrid accelerating inlet from a previous DOT/FAA
experimental program was also modified for inclu-
sion on the testbod engine in order to address the
fan/inlet acoustic interaction problem. Figure 25
chows a schematic of all these componento an they
would have been assembled oil tootbod engine in
the planned Edwards acoustics test. These compo-
nonto, however, were never evaluated because of the
torminntion of the teat program aftor the engine
failure. A model nozzle neoustic and aeroperform-
ance program tine been expanded in the loot year to
evaluate some of those and other concepta with the
potential for additional noire reduction.
Variable Stream Control Engine (VSCE)
Figure 26 in a schematic showing the basic
arrangement of the major engine components of the
Pratt S Whitney variable stream control engine
(VSCE). Also shown is an illustration of the in-
verted jot velocity profile at takeoff. The engine
is a twin-spool configuration similar tt a conven-
tional turbofan but with the added for.cure of a
burner in the fen duct. Tito VSCE derives its nnme
from its ability to independently control thv pri-
mary and bypass atroums. 'rho fan and comparisor
both have variable geometry eomponente and are
driven by a •lvanced technology turbir a. Tito main
burner and duct burner both use tow-euiss:ens, high-
efficiency combustor concepts, based on NASA's
Clean Combustor program. Tito eoannular nozzle pro-
vides variable threat areas for the core and fan
duct flow and also includes all ejector - thrust-
reverser system.
The flexibility of this concept to meet the
diverse requirements of low jet noise at takeoff
and good fuel consumption at cruise call 	 be
illuatrated by describing the operation at its
three most critical operating conditions: takeoff,
subsonic ^!ruisa, and ouporeonic cruise (Fig. 27).
At takeoff, the primary stream is throttled to
all nneiiato power netting while the duct burner
to onotatel at its maximum design temperature. Tito
independert control of Lila two streams provides the
unique inverted velocity profile that i ►, needed to
Lake advantnge of the eoannualar nozzle noise bone-
lit. Tito :,ypose jet velocity is about 60 to 70
percent higher than the primary jet velocity. This
inverted velocity profile provides a significant
reduction in takeoff jot noise.
At subsonic cruise, the main burnot is throt-
tled to a low temperature and the duct burner is
turned off. Variable geometry features are used to
"high flow" the engine to match the inlet airflow
and thus reduce both the inlet spillage drag and
the nozzle boattail drab. The velocity profile is
nearly flat, and Lila engine approaches the perform-
anLe level at a moder g te byuasa ratio `urbofan on-
gine designed strictly for subsonic operation.
At supersonic cruise, the primary burner tem-
perature in increased relative to takeoff, and the
duct burner is operated at part power. Thu result-
ing velocity profile agate is nearly fiat for good
propulsive efficiency, and thin concept thon pro-
video a fuel consumption that approaches that of a
turbojet cycle designed exclusively for supersonic
cruise.
A comparison of the VSCE with Pratt 6
Whitney'a component testbad configuration in shown
in Fig. 28. The NASA component tostbod program nt
Lewis began in 1976 to provide a large-scale evalu-
ation of Rome Of the unique and critical compooento
of the selected VCE concopLe. 'to keep the costa to
it minimum, the critical t,,raponcnt hardware is ap-
plied to existing high-technology engines. in the
Pratt 6 Whitney program, the teotbed system is de-
signed to provide a large-scale evaluation of two
of the most critical technology components of the
VSCE - the low-umissiono duct burner and the low-
noise coannular nozzle. These components are added
nt the back of an F-100 engine which to used as n
gas generator. The F-100 engine line the bout po-
tential to simulate the desired exhaust conditions
of the VSCE without any mnjor modifications.
An hero/acoustic design procedure for coannu-
lar nozzles was applied to several candidate ex-
haust systems to identify the most attractive noz-
zle for the VSCE. A schematic of t'ne selected de-
sign is shown tit 	 2S. At supersonic cruise,
the nozzle is a conventional convergent-divergent
configuration. Two internal clamshells are poai-
tioned to provide the initial portion of the expan-
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sion surface of the eject ,)r shroud. Variable
throat areas are provided for both the primary and
fan flows. At low-epeod conditions, the nozzle
converts to an auxiliary inlet ejector. Actuated
inlet flaps are opened to admit external airflow
into tine shroud. Panels located immediately down-
stream of the double-hingod doors are translated
aft to provide additional area for the ejector, and
the internal clamshells are aligned with the inlet
flow. Floating tail feathers are aerodynamically
positioned to provide the proper exit flow area.
The clamshells are also used for thrust reversal by
rotating them back to the nozzle centerline. Tile
reversed flow is then expelled through the open
inlet doors.
Scale moeals of this nozzle configuration were
tested in the Lewis 6 by 6 Foot Wind Tunnel (Fig.
30) in the Fa.l of 1978. Thrust performance levels
were established for this nozzle design at both
subsonic and supersonic speeds. Tito results of
this experimental investigation arty shown in Fig.
31. The measured nozzle thrust coefficients are
compared to the SCR study goals at three critical
flight conditions - takeoff, subsonic cruise and
supersonic cruise. The supersonic cruise point is
simulated at Mach 2.0, the highest Mach number
available from the wind tunnel. Tile performance at
this flight condition is very good. This is en-
couraging since this is tine most critical operating
point for the exhaust system. The low-speed per-
formance was disappointin;,, especially at subsonic
cruise where the measured performance levels are
from 5 to 6 counts lower than tine study goals.
Diagnostic tests of the subsonic cruise configura-
tions allowed that the lower performance levels were
tine result of an aerodynamic flow separation over
Ehe inlet doors of the ejector. It was obvious
that additional work was required to improve tine
off-design performance of this ejector nozzle con-
cept.
This concern resulted in a redesign of the
nozzle and a follow-on wind tunnel test of an im-
proved nozzle configuration. The aerodynamic rede-
sign requirements were intended to provide improved
performance at tine critical off-design operating
points. This was accomplished by reducing the
ejector inlet turning angles, minimizing internal
overexpansions and static pressure mismatches, and
minimizing core/bypass flow impingement angle. The
improved nozzle configuration was design and fabri-
cated and is currently being tested in the Lewis
8-by-6 Foot Wind Tunnel.
An analytical screening study of low emissions,
high-performance duct burner concepts in 1976 indi-
cated that a three-stage burner, operating on the
vortex burning and mixing concept (vorbix), offered
tine beat configuration for the teetbed engine with-
in its risk and schedule constraints. A schematic
of the selected configuration is shown in Fig. 32.
The requirement that the duct burner be capable of
operating smoothly over a wide range of fuel-air
ratios leads to the need for a multistage combustor
system. The first, or pilot prechamber, stage is
sized for stable operation at very low fuel-air
ratios to provide a soft light and to minimize dis-
turbances to the fan operation. The combined first
two stages (pilot prechamber and pilot secondary)
are designed to operate at supersonic cruise, and
tine third, or high power, stage is designed to op-
erate only during takeoff and transonic climb.
Emissions slid performance measurements were
obtained for this three-atage vorbix configuration
in both a two-dimensiona l segment rig test in 1978
avid in the F100 component testbod engine in 1979.
In general, the data from the segment rig test were
consistent with the data from the tastbod engine,
demonstrating the ability of the segment test rig
to accurately model the full annular phenomena.
Acceptable operating characteristics were demon-
strated. Both performance and emissions results
wore generally better than the program goals.
Emissions measuremento from those experimental
tests at two simulated flight conditions, takeoff
and supersonic cruise, are mown in Fig. 33. The
design goala for carbon monoxide (CO) and unburned
hydrocarbons (TNC) are based on a combustion offi-
cioncy of 99 percent. These goals are intended
only as a standard for comparison and are not rela-
ted to any pronoeed or established regulation for
advanced supersonic aircraft. Since the measured
combustion efficiencies are very high (near a value
of 100 percent), tine emiaeione levels for CO and
TIIC are well below the design goals. Tine design
goal far oxides of nitrogen (NOx) is the lowest
value that can be obtained with this duct burner
concept and assumes complete mixing. The measured
NOx emissions levels are quite low at.d very near
the goals at both takeoff and supersonic cruise.
It should be pointed out that tine duct burner only
contributes a small part oi° tine overall engine NOx
emissions when compared to tine main burner, as can
be seen in Fig. 34.
In Fig. 34 the projected emissions character-
istice of the VSCE have been updated to reflect the
duct burner emissions measurements from both the
segment rig and testbed engine teats. The data
used for projecting the emissions of the main
burner were based on results from the Clean Combus-
tor program, and tine main burner was assumed to be
a two-stage vorbix concept. Figure 34 allows the
projected emissions levels for both the airport
vicinity and at altitude cruise. Tile shaded area
depicts emiaeione from the main burner, while the
unshaded area shows the emissions from tine duct
burner. The results at tine airport indicate that
the engine if; capable of meeting the 1984 emissions
requirement for the class T5 advanced supersonic
transport engines. The NOx emissions at high-
altitude cruise are higher than the proposed Cli-
matic Impact Assessment Program (or CIAP) goal of
3.0. Although the requirements of altitude NO,
are not yet established, if they are constrained to
this proposed CLAP level, more advanced emissions-
reduction technology must be employed to meet tine
goal. This in particularly true for the main
burner, since it produces nearly 90 percent of the
total NO, emissions at altitude cruise.
The VSCE/F100 component teetbed program was
completed in the Fall of 1980 when the acoustic
teat was conducted at Boeing's acoustic test site
near Boardman, Oregon, Fig. 35. (Results of the
acoustic teat are discussed later in this paper.)
The model nozzle progrnm is continuing with an ef-
fort to improve nozzle performance, especially at
the off-design conditions where the measured per-
formanc* to date tine been poor.
In summary, the performance :nd emissions mea-
auremento obtained to date from the component teat-
bed program at Pratt 6 Whitney have been very en-
couraging. Successful operation of these advanced
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and unique engine components have removed some of
the technical barriers that has previously inhibi-
ted the development of an advanced supersonic
cruise aircraft.
;,&atbed Acoustics
Tito tostbed acoustics programs were addressed
primarily to the development of prediction proce-
dures and the demonstration of IVP noise benefits
at large scale.
IVP Noise Prediction
Since the noise is s complicated function of
tlow-field and geometric variables, it is necessary
to go beyond simple plots such as Fig. 9 to corre-
Into the data. The complexity of the IVP jet noise
generation processes is shown in Fig. 36. As many
as four noiuo-gaoarating regions must be consi-
dered. it is the differing trends of those differ-
ent noise sources with operating conditions that
leads to the existence of a minimum noise as velo-
city ratio increases. Tito low-frequency noise is
generated well downstream of the nozzle where the
two flows have mixed and can no longer be distin-
guished; this is termed the merged region. Tito
higher frequency jet mixing noiva in generated in
the region near the nozzle exit where the indivi-
dual jets can still be identified; this is termed
the premc„ ba_ •• egion. When either or both streams
are supersonic, noise can be generated by turbulent
eddica passing through shock waves; thuu, we mustfit
	
consider inner-stream shock noise and
outer-stream shock noipc.
Empirical models relating these noise-gonera-
ting processes to those of a conical nozzle have
been developed. Small-scale, pluglean, coannular
nozzle experimental spectra nre compared with pro-
dictiona in Fig. 37. Sound pressure level is plot-
ted against frequency for an angle of 120°, in Lila
rear quadrant, in Fig. 37(a). For this case both
streama are supersonic, so all four noiso sources
must be consider •; but it in the jet mixing noises
that dominate at thin angle. The shock noise lev-
els contribute somewhat in the high-frequency range
but not as much as Lite premerged mixing noise.
Results for the same conditions, but in the forward
quadrant at 0 a 7')°, are shown in Fig. 37(b).	 It
is apparent that shock noise is much more important
fit forward quadrant than in Lite rear quadrant.
The inner-atream shock noise dominates the midire-
quency range and determines the peak sound pressure
level. The outer-stream shock noise controls the
high-frequency range. Although Cie relative con-
tributions of the various sources are different in
the forward and rear quadrants, the spectra at both
angles are predicted with good accuracy.
Large-Scale Verification of IVP Concept
The acoustic chnracteriatics of IVP coannular
nozzles, originally determined from a series .f
model-scale tests, were first verified on an engine
during the NASA-General Electric Double Bypass En-
gine Toothed acoustic tests. Typical results are
shown in Fig. 38 for the VCE toothed coannular plug
nozzle as well no for a similar model nozzle at
easentinlly the same conditions, with a mixed jet
veloci'y of about 590 motors per second. For both
Lilo engine and the model, the experimental results
are scaled up to it typicalproduct-engine size
(total exhaust area, 0.90 m ) at a typicnl side-
ling
 distance (slant range, 731.5 m). Tito results
are aloo compared with the prediction procedure.
Perceived noise is plotted 08 a function of angle
in Fig. 38. The modal results are verified by Lite
engine results. Tito engine results are an average
of 0.8 PNdB below the model results, and the stand-
ard deviation between the two data sets is 1.5 PNdB.
The overall accuracy of the prediction method is
also confirmed by the testbad data. The average
bias of the prediction with respect to the testbod
data is 1088 than 0.1 decibel, and the standard
deviation is 1.5 decibel. The predicted contribu-
tiona of the combined jot mixing noses (merged
plus promarged) and the shock noises (from both
streams) are also shown. Although the jet mixing
noise is most important in this case, the shock
noises contribute somewhat in the forward quad-
rant. Although not shown here, at higher power
settingo and in flight, the shock noise becomes
even more important and contributes significantly
to the effective perceived noise level.
Duct-Burner Noise
Tests of the NASA-Pratt b Whitney VSCE toothed
not only provided further verification of tha IVP
noise reduction benefits, but also provided the,
first opportunity to determine the importance of
combustion noise from the duct burner. These nests
also provided it large scale evaluation of the in-
fluence of the. ejector with and without acoustic
lining. Experimental data at high fuel-to-air ra-
tio are compared with prediction at angles of 90°
and 120° in Fig. 39. Good agreement can be soon in
general, and duct burner noise is seen to be sig-
nificant, though not rontrnilin
-
a. Tito significance
of duct burner noise in expected to increase some-
what in flight and also limits the potential bene-
fits of jet noise suppressor nozzles. Ejector re-
sults, shown in Fig. 40, indicate that the lined
ejector can provide substantial noise reduction,
and even the hardwnll ejector provides some noise
reduction at large angles.
The Later Yearn
At the name time that the Loathed engines and
noise experiments were being run, cycle calcula-
tions continued on the four "candidate" ongines.
The two conventional engines were being considered
as viable alternatives to the variable cycle en-
gines. Remember, that the experimental programs
.+era looking at the barrier technologies Lo suc-
cessful VCE's.	 In addition, effective law loss
suppressors were being developed urdei Lite sponsor-
ship of DOT/FAA and NASA. The engine companies
were generating data packs for engines tailored to
Lite three different Mach numbers of the three air-
framers (2.4 Boeing, 2.55 Lockheed, and 2.2
McDonnell Douglas).
p 5W was funded in 1977 to do a refined design
definition of the VSCE incorporating the latest
results from the duct burner and coannular nozzle
experiments. It consisted of an updated design of
all the major engine components to ensure reason-
able engine flowpaths with emphasis on the hot sac-
tion of the core. The engine went through the pre-
liminary design group and was "weighed" on a compo-
nent by component basis. This is shown in Fig. 41.
The mnjor changes that occurred were a result
of finding that Lilo cooling requirement assumption
for the hot section had been overly optimistic.
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This caused P&W to reduce the overall engine pres-
sure ratio from 20 to 15 and to put a heat exchan-
ger in the bypass duct to precool the turbine cool-
ing air. Interestingly, this caused a decrease in
specific fuel consumption. This updated version of
the engine was given the designation VSCE-515 ver-
sus the original VSCE-502.
in 1978, the design definition study contract
was extenZ.d to perform a similar design definition
of the LBE and a version of the LBE where a flow
inverter was used to take the bypass air into the
center of a cosanular nozzle and the core air to
the outside. This engine (the IFE for Inverted
Flow Engine) would, therefore, be expected to have
reduced noise because of the inverted velocity pro-
file relative to the mixed flow exhaust of the LBE.
Of course, it would be heavier because of the flow
inverter. In addition, a design study was done on
the VSCE-515 with an outer stream suppressor. The
goal was to reach the proposed new noise limit for
subsonic aircraft FAIR Part 36 (1969) stage 3. Sup-
pressed versions of the LBE and IFE were also stud-
ied.
The outer stream suppressor d(d not appear to
significantly benefit the noise obtainable by the
VSCE. In order to have a suppressor, the duct
burner temperature had to be dropped from 2600° to
2000° F which caused a reduction in the inherent
coannular noise benefit of the cycle. The sup-
pressed LBE did benefit while the IFE did not.
As we shall soon see, the original SCR Program
goal of finding the beat two engines through the
process previo p•ely i:;uatrated in Fig. 3, instead
resulted in expanding the number to where 5 anginea
still appear to be attractive.
Boeing, under contract to Langley, conceived
of a new engine designated the Turbine Bypass En-
gine (TBE). The TBE as otiginally conceived was a
two spool turbojet where the high-pressure turbine
was undersized. Under high-power operating condi-
tions, compressor discharge air (up to 25 percent)
was bypassed around the high-pressure turbine and
then reintroduced between the two turbines. As the
turbine inlet temperature was reduced in throttling
back the engine, leas and less air was bypassed to
maintain constant corrected flow through the 11PT.
This enabled to turbojet to maintain 100 percent
engine speed ever a wide range of power settings
with significant improvements in urinstalled speci-
fic fuel consumption and reduced installation ef-
fects by maintaining airflow to reduce inlet spill-
age and nozzle boattail drags. Boeing subcontrac-
ted with P&W to study this engine. Subsequently,
it wad found that a single spool version of this
engine would perform just as well and alleviate the
problem of reinjecting the bypass air between the
two turbines. The single spool version of this
engine is shown in Fig. 42.
The simplicity of the single spool version of
the TBE with its ability to maintain airflow at
reduced power settings made it very attractive.
Being a high specific thrust engine, it would how-
ever require some form of a suppressor nozzle.
Therefore, Lewis contracted with P&W to do a pre-
liminary design of the TBh in 1980 and compare its
performance to that of the otoer three engines
(VSCE, LBE, IFE).
The results of thin study are shown in Fig.
43. The TBE is designated the VCE-702. As can be
soon from the figure, the unnuppreased VSCE and
suppressed VSCE, LBE, and TBE engine are quite com-
petitive at the low noise levels used in this
study. The airplane used by P&W in this study was
the Lrngley AST-105 at a Mich number of 2.4. Since
the "beat engine" might vary from airframe to air-
frame (and with Mach number), it was decided to
have each of the airframers look at these three
engines in 1981 and eliminate the IFE. Contracts
ware being prepared when the 8CR Program was can-
called.
We will now discuss the engine atudira done by
01; in the later years. The reader must be cau-
tioned not to try to compare the performance of P&W
and GE engines. The contraetorr were asked to pro-
ject engine technology to the late 1980'o and the
projections are different. Nance, P&W studying the
CE cycles would not predict the name performance
and vice versa.
The General Electric engines still under con-
sideration at the time of selection of the tostbed
engine were the DBE and the SBE. In 1977, GE was
funded to reoptimize the design parameters of those
two engines. with and without suppressors, to try
to achieve lower noise levels. They were also to
address the major variable cycle components in the
DBE, removing than one at a time, to assess which
had high payoff an.' which could be removed to yield
a simpler engine.
The major conclusions reached in thin study
was that the front VAB1 enabling the engine to have
a double bypass was the major payoff item in Me
DBE. The elimination of the rear VABI and fixing
the area of the low pressure turbine had marginal
impact. The SBE with full stream auppreaeor is
competitive with the DBE with either a full or
outer stream suppressor at low noise levels. Thin
is shown in Fig. 44.
The simplicity of the outer versus full stream
.ipprensor on the DBE led to the conclusion that
the outer stream suppressed DBE and full stream
suppressed SBE were the two engines that would con-
tinue to be considered
Having identified the importance of the vari-
ous VCE features, it was then decided (in 1979) to
try to identify the high payoff technology items
between a current technology (1980) and a for term
(late 1980'x) engine. It would then be possible to
recommend the highest priority items to pursue.
This was done by taking a current technology engine
(designated the V85) and adding new technology in a
cumulative manner. Some technologies cannot be
added until another has been added first. The re-
oulta of this study are shown in Fig. 45. The
highest payoff by far is for advances in the hot
section which if you accumulate the changes for
thermal barrier coatings, advanced technology tur-
bines (including reduced cooling), and high turbine
inlet temperature account for 11 percent of the 16
percent improvement.
In 1981, CE wan asked to look at the eennitt y
-ity of the advanced technology DBE to turbine inlet
temperature. The cycle parameters were to be re-
optimized as temperature changed (bypass ratio, fan
pressure ratio, and overall pressure ratio). The
results of this study are shown in Fig. 46. Since
the cooling requirements are being changed as the
turbine temperature is changed, and the cycle pa-
rameters have been allowed to reoptimize, the re-
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sulto show that the advances technology, not the
actual temperature level is what is important.
As woo Uie case with PbW, it was planned to
have the three airframore look at the latest ver-
sions of the DBE and SBE when the SCR effort was
terminated.
Results of the testbod program and subsequent
analyses indicate that noise levels approaching
FAR-36 stage 2 may be attainable by unsuppressed
veriablo cycle engine. However, to -chiova noise
levels comparable to Stage 3, suppression will be
required. Revived int, not in high specific thrusk•
engines, such an the Turbine Bypass Engine also
necessitates the development of now noise reduction
concepts. Several concepts have been proposed, and
four of the moot promising, currently under inves-
tigation, are discussed below.
Later Years Noise Work
Outer Stramo Suppressor With Lined Ejector
Modol-scale (outer stream suppressor) aGnula-
ted flight experiments have shown that noise levels
on the order of 4 PUB below the unsuppressed co-
anni.lar nozzle can be achieved. Furthermore, some
of th.9 more recent studies have shown reasonable
thrust looses for such devices. The addition of an
acoustically- treated ejector (Fig. 47(a) could pro-
vide still further noise reductions. The evolution
of noise reduction concepts for dual stream nozzles
is illustrated in Fig. 47(b). Relative to a refer-
ence mixed-flow conical nozzle baseline, the un-
suppressed coannular nozzle reduces noise primarily
in the middle frequency range. An outer stream
suppressor can provide additional noise reduction,
m,.inly by reducing the low frequency noise. The
remaining high-frequency noise, from mixing of the
individual suppressor element jets, can be reduced
with a lined ejector. Aerodynamic and acoustic
studies of such concepts at model-scale have been
initiated; in addition to ejector lining, acoustic
treatment of the plug will be investigated. Addi-
tion noise reductions of about 4 PNdB are expected.
Thermal Acoustic Shield
Another concept for reducing high-frequency
noise is the thermal acoustic shield, illustrated
in Fig. 48(a). The relatively low-velocity, high-
temperature, partial annular shielding stream re-
duces the noise on the shielding side (toward the
observer) both by reducing the shear on that aide
and by redirecting the noise that is gen-rated away
from the observer. Typical noise spectra for a
subsonic primary jet at three angles 0 d 45° (for-
ward quadrant), 0 - 90° (overhead), and 0 - 135°
(sit quadrant) are shown in Fig. 48(b). It can be
seen that the partial shield provides high frequency
noise reduction at all angles, but the effect is
most pronounced in the aft quadrant (0 a 135°).
Since it is in the aft quadrant where jet noise
peaks, significant peak perceived noise level (PNL)
reductions should result. Perceived noise level
directivities, scaled up to a nominally full-size
engine, for these same conditions, indicate that
shielding benefits can be observed at all angles,
and the reduction in peak PNL is about 4 PNdB.
these promising results indicate that the thermal
acoustic shield should be further investigated
since the present study was exploratory and the
geometry by no means optimized. Lewis has initia-
ted a modal-scale contract study by General Elec-
tric (with Boeing no subcontractor) of the thermal
acoustic shield integrated with several basic noz-
zle typooc
(a) Annular plug (single stream)
(b) Annular plug with suppressor elements
(c) Coannular (dual stream) unsuppressed
(d) Coannular with outer stream suppressor
Conv.-Rent-Divergent. Nozzle Terminations
Convergent-divergent teLT„inations have been
shown to reduce the shock noise of single-stroam
circular nozzles. Lewis currently is sponsoring
tests at CE to datormine whether convergent-diver-
Rant terminations can be used to reduce the shock
noise of single-stream annular plug and suppressor
nozzlea. Thin study has been extended to include
dual-stream supppressed and unsuppressod configure-
tione (Fig. M. For unsuppressed nozzles, roduc-
ing the shock noise would not significantly reduce
the peak noise, but could reduce the EPNL by as
much as 2 EMU. With suppressors, it is possible
that oven the peak noise may be reduced.
Vented Plug Nozzle
Another concept which appears attractive for
high-specific-thrust engines is the annular plug
nozzle with the plug ventilated by ambient air,
thereby producing an inverted-velocity-profilo co-
annular nozzle. Boeing has obtained some promising
rnoulta by simulating the ambient inner flow for
this arrangement, tormed "Naturally Aspirated Co-
annular Nozzle" by Boeing. The implementation P.,^
a prediction of the potential for this t ype of con-
cept is illustrated in Fig. 50(a). As the inner
(aspirated ambient) flow is increased, the peak
noise level id reduced until an essentially asymp-
totic level is reached. Noise reduction is ob-
tained at middle and high frequency an shown in
Fig. 50(b) for conditions near the knee of the PNL
reduction versus mass flow ratio curve. The main
technical concern with thin concept is the ability
to obtain sufficient inner mane flow with reason-
able performance. A contract has been awarded to
Boeing to conduct the needed aerodynamic design and
wind-tunnol performance studies.
What Wan Accomplished
As was mentioned at the beginning of this
paper, the goal of the SCR program was to identify
and investigate areas requiring new and/or improved
technology that would lead to a second generation
supersonic aircraft that was economically viable
and environmentally acceptable. A comparison of
the noise of this second generation 68T to the 1971
SST is shown in Fig. 5. An can be seen, the noise
level achievable is over 10 EPNdb quieter and the
gross weight tins decreased by about 15 percent.
The aircraft in fact would be quieter than the vast
majority of the subsoniL aircraft in operation
today.
The key elements in achieving this improved
performance in terms of noise were identified as
the inverted velocity profile nozzle, light weight
efficient (low thrust lose) suppressors, acousti-
cally treated ejectors, and the thermal shield.
A key element identified for improved perform-
ance was a low-emissions staged duct burner with




also demonstrateJ a soft light capability and did
not produce screech. Another significant achieve-
want was the forward VABI concept which allowed two
bypass streams to to combined, in conjunction with
the rear VAB1, this combined flow could then be
combinoo with the turbine discharge flow into s
single exhaust stream for efficient cruise perform-
ance. This greatly simplifies the nozzle require-
monts and leads to a simple light-woight nozzle for
a three flow stream engine.
The variable cycle engine concepts in addition
to offering reduced noise showed additional advan-
tages in enhanced airflow extension. This greater
airflow capability leads to a reduction in throttle-
dependaut installation drag at part-throttle sub-
sonic cruisy conditions.
Each of the angine companies covered in great
detail the advanced technology requirements that
they incorpo •tated in their engines. To go into
these, companc"t by component, is beyond the scope
of this paper. The reader is referred to Refs. 1
and 2 for those details.
In addition, other work in oconnactior with
the SCR propulsion program such as an inlets,
Boron-Aluminum fen blades, and the supersonic
through-flow fan has also not boon included in thin
paper.
The to ngl@y Research Center line published two
9ibliographioc ^' of all of Ilia Contractor
FiP.el Reports, NASA reports, and society papers and
Journal articles concern ing the SCR program through
1980 (415 in all). It is not known at this time
whether another bibliography covering the reports
since 1980 will be publtahod.
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Figure 6. - General Electric variable cycle engines,
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Figure 9. - Comparison of normalized peak perceived
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Figure 10, - Peak noise level as function of outer - stream velocity for typical
Inverted-velocity-prof lie coannular nozzles, Sideline distance, 649 m
(2128 ft); altitude, 366 m 11200 ft ► ; Vo ', 1.5 VI.
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Flqure 11, - Effect of take-off speed on OASPL of coannular
nozzle.
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Figure 14 - Y)10I army acoustic te%thed engine.
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Figure 11. - Coannular noise test of GE engine.
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Figure 22. - Y.1101/core-driven WWI engine.
DOUBLE WASS OPERATION IMPROVES AIRFLOW A`;D SFC TO
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I Igure 74 - Twenty-chute suppressor.
ACCELERATING INLET
	 EJECTOR SHROUD
Figure 3.	 Test bed engine with accelerating inlet and ejector shroud.
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Figure 2l. -Take off, subsoniL cruise and super%wic owit co;04Ouritions for
Pratt and Whitney variable stream control "ine
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Figure 29. - VSCE - 502B ejector nozzle.
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Figure 30. - VSCE-5026 nozzle in 8'x6' supersonic wind tunnel.
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Figure 32, - Pratt and Whltnoy throo-stage vorblx duct burnor,
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Figure 33. - Measured duct burner emissions,
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Figure 34. - VSCE-502B exhaust emissions estimates,
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Figure 46. - Variation In TOGW with turbine inlet temperature,






























(b) Expected result - spectrum.
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